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How can art and architecture be on the forefront in responding to 
the challenges we face in our common spaces and landscapes? 
At this international symposium artists, architects, sociologists 
and city planners across disciplines will explore and discuss new 
projects, strategies, and tools for understanding and using the 
common goods, values, places, and spaces we share.

Common and Communities
Every day, we share multiple resources. As humans, we share natural resources such as 
the air we breathe and the water we drink. As residents of cities large and small, we share 
our open spaces and interspaces; the architecture, our parks, squares, and streets. We 
share these resources as a community; thereby they are effectively our ‘commons’. 

However, by virtue of their nature, these common resources can be harvested, abused, 
misused, overused, and overpopulated if we who share them  neglect to develop and 
preserve them for the future. They decrease when not utilized well or cared for – at 
the expense of the communities themselves. This symposium asks whether art and 
architecture can be on the forefront of answering  the challenge facing our commons  
and communities.

The Symposium
Can art and architecture strengthen our experience of our common resources? Can 

art and architecture provide ways of emphasizing or creating a renewed sense of the 

community? Or new ways of organizing around them?

The symposium seeks to broaden the field of discussion around these difficult questions. 
Through three interdisciplinary lenses we will explore: 
1)  The broad perspective of how we plan communities and common resources in our 
 cities and landscapes 
2)  How designers, citizens and communities can develop and share practices for 
 engagement 
3)  How art and architecture can work as a catalyst in creating and empowering 
 communities 
Each session of the symposium will include discussions from a group of leading experts 
in their field as well as opportunities for the audience to engage and contribute with their 
perspectives.

The symposium is part of a larger Danish initiative by the Danish Arts Foundation around 
the themes “Commons and Community” and presented at the 2019 Chicago Architectural 
Biennial, the 2020 Venice Architectural Biennial, as well as the 2019 Travel and Talk 
program for 30 architects and artists from Chicago, Detroit, and across Denmark.

Commons and 
Communities 

Program
8.30-9.00  Coffee and registration

9.00-9.15 Welcome remarks 
 • Rasmus Prehn, Minister for Culture  (TBC) 
 • Kent Martinussen, CEO, Danish Architecture Center 
 • Ellen Braae, Professor of Landscape Architecture and Urbanism and Chairman of  
   the Danish Arts Foundation for Architecture, Copenhagen

9.15-9.35 Situating the theme: Commons and Communities 
 by Doina Petrescu, Professor of Architecture and Design Activism at the School of  
 Architecture, University of Sheffield.

9.40-10.00  Coffee 

10.00-11.15 Session #1:  
 “How do we plan and share our common resources?” 
 • Kimberly Driggins, Executive Director, Washington Housing Conservancy. Formerly  
   Director of Strategic Planning/Arts & Culture, Planning & Development Department, Detroit 
 • Anne Romme, M.Arch. PhD, Assistant Professor, The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts  
   Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation, Copenhagen  
 • Johnny Svendborg, President, Danish Association of Architects 
 • Gia Biagi, Principal of Urbanism and Civic Impact, Studio Gang, Chicago 
 Moderated by Boris Brorman Jensen, Architect, Member of the Committee for  
 Architecture Grants and Project Funding, Danish Arts Foundation, Aarhus

11.15-11.35 Situating the theme: Sharing our Commons and Communities 
 by Henrietta Palmer, Artistic Professor at Chalmers, Architecture and Civil  
 Engineering, Urban Design and Planning, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg

11.35-12.30 Lunch

12.30-13.45  Session #2:  
 “How do we practise for sharing, collaboration, empowerment and  
 engagement in communities” 
 • Catherine Baker, Partner, Landon Bone Baker Architects, Chicago 
 • Ceara O’Leary, Co-Director, Detroit Collaborative Design Center 
 • Christian Fumz, Founder, Giv Rum, Aalborg and CEO, Den Gode By, Aarhus 
 • Kenneth Balfelt, Visual Artist, Kenneth Balfelt Team, Copenhagen 
 Moderated by Rikke Lequick Larsen, Architect and special consultant for city spaces,  
 City of Copenhagen, Copenhagen

13.45-14.15 Coffee

14.15-14.35  Situating the theme: Commons and Communities within artistic strategies 
 by Sophie Jerram, Activist and Curator, Letting Space, Wellington New Zealand,  
 Landscape Architecture and Planning, University of Copenhagen.

14.45-16.00  Session #3 
 “How can art be a catalyst for creating communities and sharing resources?” 
 • Emmanuel Pratt, Executive Director, Sweet Water Foundation Chicago 
 • Karoline H. Larsen, Artist, Creative Actions, Copenhagen 
 • Ion Sørvin, Artist, N55, Copenhagen 
 • Morten Goll, Executive Director, Trampoline House, Copenhagen 

 Moderated by Matthias Borello, Curator, VEGA, Copenhagen

16.00-16.15  Closing remarks 
 by Ellen Braae, Professor of Landscape Architecture and Urbanism and Chairman of  
 the Danish Arts Foundation for Architecture, Copenhagen

16.15-17.00  Reception



Boris Brorman Jensen 
Architect, Member of the Committee for Architecture Grants  
and Project Funding, Danish Arts Foundation, Aarhus

Boris Brorman Jensen works as an independent consultant and practicing 
architect MAA, PhD.  He is a member of the Danish Arts Foundation’s Committee for 
Architecture Grants and Project Funding as well as part of the Danish Architects’ 
Association’s team of expert jury members. Since 2017 he has been a lecturer at  
the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture.

Ellen Braae 
Professor of Landscape Architecture and Urbanism  
and Chairman of the Danish Arts Foundation for Architecture

Ellen Braae chairs the Danish Art Foundations committee for Architecture. She is 
a trained architect and Professor in Landscape Architecture and Urbanism at the 
University of Copenhagen where she teaches, heads a research group and currently 
focuses her own research on Welfare Landscapes. 

Doina Petrescu 
Doina Petrescu, Professor of Architecture and Design Activism  
at the School of Architecture, University of Sheffield

Doina Petrescu is Professor of Architecture and Design Activism at the Sheffield  
School of Architecture. Her research focuses on issues of co-design and civic 
participation, gendered practices, political ecology, co-production and resilience 
in relation with architectural and urban design. She is also co-founder of Atelier 
d’Architecture Autogeree (AAA), an internationally acclaimed practice pioneering 
participation in architecture. 

Gia Biagi 
Principal of Urbanism and Civic Impact, Studio Gang, Chicago 

Gia Biagi is Principal at Studio Gang Architects, headquartered in Chicago with offices 
in New York, San Francisco, and Paris. She leads the Studio’s urbanism + civic impact 
practice where the work centers on moving toward equity, mutuality and positive 
change by working with community-based organizations, cultural institutions, 
developers and government.

Participants
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Anne Romme 
Phd. Assistant Professor, The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts  
Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation,  
Architecture and Culture, Copenhagen 

Anne Romme is assistant professor and the head of program at FINDER STED | TAKING 
PLACE at the KADK School of Architecture. She also runs an independent architecture 
practice invested in critical, experimental projects. Her work ranges from theoretical 
inquiries into the commons in architecture to digital fabrication and the design of a 
building system based on pure plates shell structures.

Catherine Baker 
Partner, Landon Bone Baker Architects, Chicago 

Catherine Baker, AIA, is a partner at Landon Bone Baker Architects in Chicago (LBBA) 
where the focus of work at the firm is affordable housing and community-based 
design. She also runs her office’s summer lab program which employs high school 
students to initiate change in their neighborhood through environmental and 
community asset mapping.

Ceara O’Leary 
Co-Director, Detroit Collaborative Design Center

Ceara O’Leary, AIA, is a Co-Executive Director at the Detroit Collaborative Design 
Center, where she leads collaborative community design and planning projects 
citywide. DCDC is dedicated to creating sustainable spaces through quality design 
and the collaborative process. She is Professor of Practice at the University  
of Detroit Mercy School of Architecture.

Christian Fumz 
Founder, Giv Rum, Aalborg and CEO, Den Gode By, Aarhus

Christian Fumz, founder of Giv Rum & Den Gode By, is working as the CEO of Den Gode 
By that creates local user-driven co-working spaces. The tenants are primarily start-
ups and as members, they offer to spar with local citizens on ideas for businesses and 
projects that make our cities better.

Emmanuel Pratt 
Executive Director, Sweet Water Foundation, Chicago

Emmanuel Pratt is an urban designer creating a model of resident-driven community 
development in neighborhoods that have suffered the effects of long-term 
disinvestment. He is Co-Founder and Executive Director of the Sweet Water 
Foundation on Chicago’s South Side which engages local residents in the cultivation 
and regeneration of resources in their neighborhoods. He was recently awarded a 
MacArthur Fellowship “Genius Grant.”



Johnny Svendborg 
President, Danish Association of Architects 

Graduated 1993 from the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture, 
Copenhagen, founder and owner of Svendborg Architects. President of the Danish 
Association of Architects (2018-). President of The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, 
highest councelor for the Danish state and government on fine art and architecture 
2013-2017.

Kenneth A. Balfelt 
Visual Artist, Kenneth Balfelt Team, Copenhagen 

Kenneth A. Balfelt is a visual artist who works to use art as a platform for rethinking 
and developing new methods for urban development, user involvement and inclusion 
of socially marginalised people. Kenneth Balfelt Team has done public art projects like 
Enghave Minipark – relocation of beer drinkers and rethinking and renovating  
Park of the People. 

Ion Sørvin 
Artist, N55, Copenhagen 

Ion Sørvin is a Copenhagen-based artist, designer and a writer. He is the co-founder of 
the internationally renowned art collective N55, which has exhibited and been published 
widely. N55 works with art as a part of everyday life and is challenging conventional 
notions of living, architecture, urban planning and land ownership. 

Karoline H. Larsen 
Artist, Creative Actions, Copenhagen

Karoline H Larsen is a Copenhagen based artist, educated at the Royal Academy of Art 
in Copenhagen. Her art practice, Creative Actions, creates public spheres of social 
rediscovery and personal development which is materialized via relational aesthetics e.g.  
Collective Strings a participatory installation or Discover Your City an art path  
connecting city areas.

Morten Goll 
Executive Director, Trampoline House, Copenhagen

Morten Goll is a Copenhagen based artist, MFA (US and DK), who began his career in 
painting, video and drawing. Since 2000, his interest in the sociopolitical has drawn 
him towards a bigger social engagement aiming at effecting social change. Since 2010, 
co-founder and director of Trampoline House, an independent community center in 
Copenhagen for refugees, asylum seekers and Danes.
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Henrietta Palmer 
Artistic Professor Urban Design, Architecture and Civil Engineering, 
Chalmers University of Technology & Deputy Scientific Director,  
Mistra Urban Futures, Gothenburg

Henrietta Palmer is Artistic Professor of Urban Design at Chalmers University of 
Technology in Gothenburg. She is also Deputy Scientific Director at the international 
research centre of Mistra Urban Futures with a particular engagement in  
methodologies for transdisciplinary research. Her research focus concerns spatial 
justice and urban transformation processes stemming from social-spatial practices.

Kimberly Driggins 
Executive Director, Washington Housing Conservancy.  
Formerly Director of Strategic Planning/Arts & Culture,  
Planning & Development Department, Detroit

Kimberly Driggins is the new Executive Director of the Washington Housing Conservancy, 
dedicated to maintaining long-term affordable housing. She recently served as 
the Director of Strategic Planning / Arts & Culture for the City of Detroit’s Planning 
Department where she was responsible for developing neighborhood arts, culture and 
heritage projects in public spaces.

Matthias Borello 
Curator, VEGA, Copenhagen 

Matthias Borello is a Copenhagen based curator, writer and lecturer at the University 
of Copenhagen with a special focus on social practices within art, curating and 
communication. In 2015 he published Art as Social Practice – A critical investigation of 

works by Kenneth A. Balfelt, and he has curated several exhibitions and art festivals 
including Visit Tingbjerg in 2012, Copenhagen Art Week in 2015-2016 Fung Wah Biennial in 
New York, 2016 and currently VEGA|ARTS.

Rikke Lequick Larsen 
Architect and special advisor,  
Urban Renewal Programme, City of Copenhagen  

Rikke Lequick Larsen is trained as an architect and works with urban area renewals in  
the City of Copenhagen, where she focuses on the disadvantaged areas of the City.  
She has previously worked at the Danish Architecture Center and various design studios. 
She holds degrees from universities in Copenhagen, London, and Seattle. Rikke has given 
lectures on ’Livability in the modern City’ using Copenhagen as a case study. 

Sophie Jerram 
Activist and Curator, Letting Space, Wellington New Zealand,  
Landscape Architecture and Planning, University of Copenhagen

Sophie is the co-founder of Letting Space and Urban Dream Brokerage platforms that 
seek to create spaces for artists and communities in cities, suburbs and non-urban 
spaces.  She is currently working with her local community of Vogelmorn,  
Wellington New Zealand on the restoration of a community precinct as commons.



Sponsored by the Danish Arts Foundation’s Committee for Architecture  
in collaboration with the Grant Committee for Visual Arts

We constantly need to reconsider, remind 
and reconceptualise our shared resources 
in order to maintain the social 
contracts that sustain and even enhance 
our shared values. 

Art and architecture play a crucial role 
in that regard. At the symposium, we 
will bridge theory and practice, share 
experiences, re-examine and hopefully 
fertilise our lines of thinking and 
methods of working. 

Ellen Braae
Professor of Landscape Architecture and Urbanism and 
Chairman of the Danish Arts Foundation for Architecture


